
Site Visit Report for Asha for Education 

Funding chapter: Atlanta 

Project: Lok Chetana Samiti (LCS) – Girls’ Hostel (visit to check other details for this project, like funding 

history, past site visit reports etc) 

Project location/address: Lok Chetana Samiti, near Chiraigaon block office, Bariasanpur, Saranath 

P.O.,,Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh  221007, India  

Project partner: Ranju Singh 

Project steward: Anuradha Bulusu 

Project description/objective: To ensure a safe home to girls from the extremely marginalized 

Musahar community and other underprivileged children from the local community (from all 

religions and castes). To send the children to nearby schools and provide tuition support. 

Site visit by: Prasoon Suchandra (prasoon.suchandra@gmail.com, Atlanta volunteer) 

Date of site visit: January 11, 2019 (Friday) 

Visit details and observations/remarks 

I have been following this project since Asha Atlanta started supporting it in 2017, and I decided 

to check it out during my India visit in 2018-19 winter.  

After reaching Varanasi in the morning, I took a cab (Ola cab, similar to Uber) from Manduadih 

railway station (Varanasi) to the project’s address. I was dropped off on the Varanasi-Gorakhpur 

highway from where the LCS building/project center is about 200 m walk away. I reached around 

10.30 am. I was already in contact with Ms. Ranju Singh before arriving who received me at the 

LCS office which is on the ground floor. The actual hostel with accommodation for girls is a floor 

above. After meeting some of the staff, we went upstairs to see the kids. It was a holiday (winter 

break) and they were getting tuition lessons from Savitri madam (residential teacher). After the 

lessons, I was introduced to the kids. They were super-excited to meet me and host me. After a 

brief two-way introduction, Savitri ma’am and kids went ahead with the program they have put 

together for me. It comprised for some dance performances, skits, standup jokes and poem 

recitations. It was great to see these budding talents. At the end of the program, I was honored with 

a shawl by Pooja, class 6 topper and one of the senior most students there. Also towards the end 

of the program, Dr. Jayant Russel Raj (secretary, LCS) also came to the center. After the program, 

the girls went downstairs to get ready for the lunch. Dr. Jayant Raj and Ms. Ranju Singh took me 

around to show the hostel facilities like dorm rooms for these girls, bathrooms, terrace, kitchen 

etc. I was really impressed with the cleanliness and general maintenance at the center. 

I had some conversations with Ms. Singh and Dr. Raj individually to discuss the current state of 

the project and if there are things that the center need. People at LCS are very happy with the 

performance of these girl students at their school (a nearby government school). Most of these 

students rank among the top three in their classes. They are also the center of attraction in any 
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cultural program at their school. This is indeed a matter of pride for LCS and for everyone here at 

Asha Atlanta. Though the funding from Atlanta chapter is for 25 girls, with regular support from 

some local donors (like Rotary Club Varanasi), the hostel currently hosts ~ 40 girls. Everyone at 

LCS is grateful to Savitri ma’am who generally lives with these girls and teaches all the girls (from 

class 1 to 6) all the subjects. Though she sometimes finds it difficult to teach subjects like 

mathematics and science to senior classes, it still complements well with the school education. I 

asked a few general knowledge questions to some of these girls and they seemed quite up-to-date. 

On infrastructure side, Dr. Raj pointed out to the monkey menace (quite common in North India) 

and wanted to check if Asha Atlanta can support building a cage (or something similar) on the 

terrace so that the girls can dry their cloths out in the sun without monkeys messing around on the 

terrace. But it didn’t seem to be a pressing issue at that moment. 

After talking with Ms. Ranju Singh and Dr. Jayant Russel Raj for a while, we all proceeded to get 

lunch prepared at the hostel kitchen. It was the traditional North Indian balanced plate, with rice, 

lentils, green veggies, some poori (fried flat bread) and sweets. I asked the girls how they like the 

hostel food and they were quite happy about it. And the food was really nice. It was then time for 

me to leave, around 2 pm. After the lunch, the girls went to play in the hostel playground/garden. 

I took a cab again from the highway to see Sarnath and rest of the city. 

My overall impression of the center was very positive. Ms. Ranju Singh and her husband Mr. 

Nandlal Prasad are known for leading some impactful non-profits in Varanasi and surrounding 

areas. The girl students at LCS seemed quite happy with their tuition and hostel facilities. The staff 

and residential teacher seemed quite happy and satisfied with their job. I am glad that Asha Atlanta 

decided to support this project. I am in touch with Ms. Singh and Dr. Raj to track the progress of 

the girl students.  

Below are some pictures from my visit: 

 

Girls lining up to grab lunch 

 



 

Dorm beds 

 

 

 

Girls playing in the hostel playground/garden 



 

Hostel classroom; girl students with Ms. Ranju Singh and Savitri ma’am 

 

 

Dance performance by hostel girls 

 



 

Group picture: Savitri ma’am and me (Prasoon) with all the hostel girls present. Check the 

fire-extinguisher in the background (speaks of the hostel facilities). 

 

 

 

 

  


